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In order to simulate fracture in composite structures,
one of the most promising approaches is to model
the behaviour of the material at the scale of the material heterogeneities, which is usually called micro
or meso-modelling. In a second step, these fine-scale
features can be transferred to the scale of the structure by averaging techniques (on representative volume element or unit cells) or homogenisation. However, in the case of fracture, these upscaling methods
cannot be used in the vicinity of cracks, as the separation of scales necessary for their application is lost.

- the transfer of internal variables when adapting the
macroscopic mesh
- the arc-length method, defined over multiple scales,
allowing to regularise softening problems that are
treated in quasi-statics.
The efficiency of the method will be demonstrated
on examples of fracture in polycrystalline materials,
for which the damage mechanisms are represented
by intragranular plasticity and intergranular cohesive
debonding.
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